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JUST MUSING:  
 

“Caller you‟re on the air…”   

 
 

 

I am not sure which is the most difficult topic to talk openly about – death, sex or 

religious beliefs.  Each is part of what makes us who we are, defines us.  In his book, The Art of 

Zen and Motorcycle Maintenance, Robert M. Pirsig wrote, “this book has little to do with Zen 

and even less to do with motorcycle maintenance” (I think I got the quote right).  Before you 

stop reading, let me paraphrase the quote slightly, this Muse is a little about death, less to do with 

religion, absolutely nothing, to do with sex.  With my caveats - I invite you to keep reading.    

In March of this year, I had the pleasure of appearing on my oldest brother‟s radio 

program, Feedback Corner.   The show is Christian talk radio, serving a predominately Black 

audience in the Houston, Texas/greater Gulf Coast area.  The programming differs little from 

other morning shows – discuss controversial topics, get people talking and thinking, build an 

audience base for the sponsors, ownership, and host.  My understanding is there are sister 

stations in Austin and Tyler, Texas.   

Years ago, I agreed to appear on Greg‟s program for a short interview, since then I had 

refused all other requests – all part of my belief there were plenty folks out in the radio universe 

who would love to appear.  “Maybe next time Greg, maybe next time.”  My recent agreement to 

appear was my attempt to convince my sibling my decision to leave stop being a lawyer was a 

good one.  I knew no matter how many times I said as much, Greg would do “the brother thing” 

http://www.amazon.com/Zen-Art-Motorcycle-Maintenance-Inquiry/dp/0060589469
http://www.amazon.com/Zen-Art-Motorcycle-Maintenance-Inquiry/dp/0060589469
http://ineedaword.info/the-feedback-corner-with-rev-gregory-griffin
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– all coated with, “I‟m praying for you.”  Every time he uttered his intended prayers, I knew I 

come never find the right words to say, if I said I am alright with my decision, coupled with “you 

are free to spread the prayers to others” – I knew it would never come out right.  Before you sic 

your God on me, I am saying I thought it.  I didn‟t say it.  I am not stupid.  If I were to ever 

uttered such words, Chester Anna Wright, my mother‟s mother, would arise from her grave and 

slap the living… !!!! ….Wait, there is a better way of saying that - she would have snatched 

every vein out of my body!  Jehovah!    

Act One:    War of the Gods 
 

“Allah, Buddha, Hare Krishna, 

Jehova, just the mention a few 

Some people even call, call Jesus God too.” 

War of the Gods, Billy Paul 

For those of you who think radio is old school, I disagree.  Pandora, Spotify, Sirius are 

nothing more than attempts to repackage radio - it is the same technology repackaged.  As for 

AM and FM radio, a good portion of our population still turns to them as the source of 

information.  Pew Research reports radio‟s audience has remained essentially unchanged since 

2012 - those numbers reveal 92 percent of the American audience listen to radio at least weekly.  

“The Pew Research Center also found one-third of adults report having listened to „news radio 

yesterday.‟ That is down considerably from 43% in 2000 and 52% in 1990, but higher than the 

percentage of respondents who reported having read a newspaper „yesterday.‟”   The same 

research found AM/FM radio to be adapting, changing – but surviving.   

Radio‟s staying power is similar to my relationship with my siblings.  When Gregory 

Leon first found religion, he didn‟t know how to dial back his beliefs and accept others.  He 

somehow felt his appointed duty was to convert all whom he came in contact with.  His assigned 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJ3SSKjRtLI
http://www.stateofthemedia.org/2013/audio-digital-drives-listener-experience/audio-by-the-numbers/
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duty and my innate brotherly resistance collided one evening in Fort Worth.  The only other 

sibling, at my mother‟s home, that the oldest, Linda Dianne (Dianne).  Dianne was born-again 

around the same time.  I remember sitting at the kitchen table studying when both of my siblings 

decided they wanted to have a talk.   I had just completed my first year of law school - I was 19 

or 20, Greg, 21/22, Linda, 24/25.   

“Hey, I‟m not bothering anyone - I‟m just sitting here reading.  I‟m okay with your 

beliefs.  I will support your beliefs – and others – to my death.”   

 

I knew my words (“and others”) would cause problems - I said them anyway.  They knew I left 

the church in middle school.  They didn‟t know my leaving was by permission from Momma.  

At the time - her hand touched my hand; clearly her words were intended to touch other parts of 

body.   

“You will come back to the church, some matters of religion are unexplainable - that is 

why they call it faith.”  

  

She continued in hush tones, “You will be alright.  You will be alright.”   Her permission was 

granted when I openly questioned the Pastor‟s interpretation and words claiming other faiths 

were heretic – “if other faiths are misguided, then how does that make you a good Christian?”  

The Pastor stood before our Sunday school class on Easter Sunday saying he wanted to make the 

church more responsive.  I raised my hand.  I continued to pose my questions, “Pastor, we have 

always been taught, God has no color.”  The Pastor stood directly in front of me as I questioned.  

He didn‟t answer.  I took his non-answer as an invitation to ask my second question, “And if he 

has no color, then why does the Church always portray the son of God as being White?”   

The angels should have told me to be quiet – they didn‟t.  They continue to hover over 

the eastern wall.  The three-wise men should have come down and informed the Pastor I was 

misguided – they too remained in place over the baptism pool, silent.    The Pastor stood between 
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me and the angels.  Maybe he too thought they would speak for him – he waited, they didn‟t.  

My question was never answered.  When I got home, Mamma met me at the door.  She sat me 

down, put my hands in hers, and granted me permission to leave the church.  I didn‟t ask for 

permission to leave.  I have to give Momma credit; she didn‟t shy away questioning of her third 

child.  I probably pushed the envelope a little too much.   

  The only other time she ever talked to me about religion was when I was trying to 

decide my major in College.  I suggested I wanted to obtain a degree from the school of religion.  

She vetoed the ideal – “You have no intentions of teaching any faith.  Yours is a thirst for 

knowledge.  I afraid the school will not understand your challenge; they will promptly expel 

you.”  Hindsight has told me she was right - I had no business in the school of religion.  Time 

has also told me permission granted came because the Pastor complained - I afraid I was 

excommunicated from the church. 

That night in Fort Worth was clearly intended to be a come to Jesus sibling meeting.  

This represented their chance - their moment - they had no intention of the wasting moment.  To 

convert me, to bring me back to the flock – guide me to the light.  Momma hollered from her 

bedroom for them to stop, her words were in fact more specific:     

“Leave him alone.”  I assured her I was okay.  I then turned to Greg and Dianne and asked for 

the rules.    

“Rules?” 

“Yeah, rules.  As in marbles, jacks - as in any matter related to life – rules.  Are we 

having a free-wheeling discussion?”   

 

After we reached an agreement, I went to my car and retrieved the Bible, the Koran and 

the Book of Mormon.  They didn‟t know I had spent the summer teaching a group of inner-city 

high school students in a program called Upward Bound.  The class was held on the University 

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=come+to+jesus+meeting
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/trioupbound/
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of Houston campus.  I had the students for three hours a day, five days a week, the entire 

summer.  I was given a clear set of instructions when I was hired – make them think - take down 

the walls which prevent them from growing.  One of the students in the class would hide behind 

her Bible on any matter which she was challenged intellectually.  I felt the only way I could ever 

reach her was by reading her book of faith.  I visited the Department of Religious Studies on 

campus and consulted with them.  They helped me through the various books, even helped in 

planning the classes which were directed at this one student.  Calm down, don‟t pray for my soul 

yet, this student was not the only student I went after.  I spent the first two weeks identifying the 

walls constructed around each student and recruited talent for ideals.  I visited the Departments 

of English, History and Hispanic studies, among others.  Remember, I had three hours a day, five 

days a week – the entire summer - to challenge 18 years of mis-education (Dr. Carter G. 

Woodson‟s term, not mine).   

That night, Greg and Linda both emitted non-Christian screams (I say such in a joking 

and loving manner) in my direction (read another way - good Christians are good screamers, 

don‟t let them fool you).  They were not happy with their younger sibling.  My view of the world 

would have us wishing each other well in different dialects, such was not to be - we didn‟t wish 

each other well in Arabic, as-salamu alaykum [peace be upon you] – we didn‟t respond in like-

kind in Hebrew, wa'aleichem ashalom [and upon you be peace].  Their view of the world then 

and still today – “you need saving.”  So be it - our argument was a universal one, a seemingly 

intractable one, an argument we survived.  All the while our mother could be heard laughing on 

the other side of the wall.  When time conspired against our bodies and minds, causing us to 

cease our prolonged argument, she could be heard saying, “I told y‟all to leave him alone.”    

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXq3z2BHYZg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXq3z2BHYZg
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After that night, we had other discussions about religion and faith – never to the same 

extent as our visit in Fort Worth.  There was the time Madalyn Murray O'Hair, the founder of the 

American Atheists, called seeking representation.  After setting an appointment, I immediately 

called Dianne to listen to her squeal on the phone.  “If you do, I will never talk to you again.”  

O‟Hair never made her appointment, ended up a short-time later as a Missing Person, and is now 

presumably dead.  I never told Linda she never came.  In a little brother sense, her squeal was 

worth the call.    

When I elected to represent the Doe parents against the Santa Fe Independent School 

District, both Greg and Dianne expressly told me that they prayed every day for the school 

district.   They didn‟t see any danger of the government allowing exclusively Christian prayer to 

be recited in public schools.  When the Supreme Court ruled in my client‟s favor, I didn‟t dance 

a dance of celebration as a lawyer - I danced a dance of defiance as a younger sibling.  As I 

danced, I heard Momma screaming for them to leave me alone.     

Even with our disagreements - over O‟Hair - over prayer in school - I am sure they still 

prayed for me … I mean pray for me, with an emphasis on pray[er].  They may still think I am a 

heretic.  There is no doubt in my mind our relationship is much like radio – familiar, ever 

adapting, connected.  My appearance on Feedback Corner meant our youthful discussion was 

worth the three hours of screaming – yelling - engaging - in the tangled web we weaved (Sir. 

Walter Scott used in a different context, but I hope you get my point).        

Act Two:  “The Sheit” … 

       

The sound of sliding feet against the surface of the street, the voice tone of an elder, all 

reminded me of my appearance. “You‟re Reverend Griffin‟s brother?”  I straightened my 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madalyn_Murray_O'Hair
http://www.texasmonthly.com/content/they-havent-got-prayer
http://www.texasmonthly.com/content/they-havent-got-prayer
http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/27150.html
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posture, placed the leaves in the plastic bag, all while answering in the same motion – “Yes, sir, I 

am.”   

“Well I heard you on his radio program.  I listen to Reverend Griffin every morning?”   

Without much warning, in a manner quicker than his feet, he terminated his initiated 

conversation, “You have a good day son.”  I smiled at his being old enough to call me son and 

my being young enough to be his son.  I said nothing else and listened to his rhythmic, 

mechanical slid move further and further down the street.  The respite caused me to remember 

my visit with KWWJ.    

“Caller you are on the air.” 

“Reverend Griffin …” 

Our discussion on the radio that day dealt primarily with rights - rights under civil law, 

our civil rights and the rights of the criminally accused.  Brother Griffin (not me – Greg) stroked 

the fires of dissent by bringing up the recent police incidents around the country.  I worked fast 

through his inquiries:  on the incidents of police misconduct (“nothing new, an everyday 

reality”), the recordings by citizens (“a new reality, everyone carrying a camera around in their 

hands, pockets and purses”), the number of deaths of African American males (“nothing new 

about any of this, we should rightly be more afraid of the police than the common street thug”).  

I attempted to cloak my words with hope, a persistent never-ending hope (“we must continue to 

complain, we must still educate, we must insist the law is enforced”) – albeit, all expressed with 

colored-lenses (“oh gosh, it is difficult to impossible”; “we wouldn‟t be here unless we, they, and 

others of different races and faiths fighting the fight”).    

Absolutely, I explained that as an African American male the adverse involvement with 

the police was an everyday reality.  The right to be treated fairly also encompasses the right to be 
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protected.  This is reason lawsuits were brought to create diversity in police forces around the 

country.  The same reason the first people we call when we, our families, or neighborhoods are 

threatened is “5-0”.      

“Caller …you are on the air.” 

                                                           *** 

The second caller identified himself, I don‟t remember his name.  I will call him – “The 

Sheit” (not pronounced like the profane word; a created word to identify behavior in a non-

gender specific manner).  If you are more comfortable pronouncing -“sheit” - in the same manner 

as the profane word, you are more than welcomed to do so.  I just want you to understand, you 

should not place the word on a Scrabble board - “It ain‟t a word!”    

In public forums, “The Sheits” always get in line first.  When at the mike, they clear their 

throat, pose a question which takes up half of the question-and-answer period – and always, the 

question is never a question but a statement.   Even when some attempt to preempt the running 

commentary by audibly groaning, “The Sheits” double down and continue.  Sometimes they 

even turn the table, stopping their commentary to stare at the persons in the audience interrupting 

she-he-it.  All this is after the moderator has advised everyone to ask questions, not to make 

statements – “So that as many people as possible can get their questions answered.”      

 “Brother Griffin, I got a question.  You talked about the issue, but didn‟t talk about the 

solution.  I believe it is a war out there.  I believe we need to fight back.  I believe we 

need to tell our boys to attack the police.  This has to stop.”   

 

“Mr. Sheit” never asked me what I thought, he made his statement and disappeared.  I 

don‟t know whether the staff cut him off or whether he hung up - I muse because of his 

misplaced advice; not in a Ben Affleck  kind-of-way- I didn‟t care who he was and had no 

intention of being influenced by his position in life; surely, not in a PBS agreeing and losing 

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=5-0
http://www.npr.org/blogs/codeswitch/2015/04/22/401427275/ben-affleck-kinda-apologizes-for-asking-pbs-program-to-hide-slave-owning-ancesto
http://variety.com/2015/biz/news/ben-affleck-slavery-pbs-censor-ancestors-1201477075/
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control of the brand kind-of-way - I have no intentions of being complicit in his idiocy.    My 

response to Mr. Sheit was limited because of time, “absolutely not”.  My answer was 

insufficient, incomplete.   

“No, Mr. Sheit, I submit those in the listening audience desire their children to come 

home safely.  I am afraid of your suggested remedy - those listening may attempt to give 

credence to your words - they too are tired of their boys being shot down like cattle.  I am sure 

your rapid exit was intended – you had no intention to discussing your call to arms.”  Absolutely, 

I understand and appreciation the initial paragraph found in the Declaration of Independence 

acknowledging the right of usurpation – however there is a difference in declaring independence 

and your misfounded advice.  We should readily redefine courage as one who does not run, stays 

put to complain later – and living.  Not in a James Bond kind-of-way – in every Bond movie, 

Bond is captured and tortured - this is simply not realistic, not in a real-world kind-of-way.  

While others bleed and die – movie stars live.  “Stay put, don‟t give them a reason to shoot you 

like rabid dogs, and then justify your death.”   

“Give your name, address, and little else.  Don‟t be baited.”  There is a thing called 

rights.  You have a right to remain silent.”  On television, every day, they run right over these 

rights.  I agree, in the real world it differs little from T.V.  I don‟t care – practice control.  “You 

can tell him you don‟t agree to a search of your vehicle, or you can agree.  Those are your 

rights.”  You still have a right to remain silent – exercise your right. 

“Name, address, yes, sir, no sir.  Thank you.  Can I get back in my car and leave?”    

Whether these children are ours, mine, yours, or their children, whether they did or didn‟t do 

anything wrong is really not the issue.  Even if the officer‟s words are accompanied by a threat – 

so be it, don‟t react.  They want you to react - don‟t react.  All this seems like an incurable 

http://variety.com/2015/biz/news/ben-affleck-slavery-pbs-censor-ancestors-1201477075/
http://www.ushistory.org/declaration/document/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_y7YEIphts
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epidemic, it is - it is not.  Some of those folks in uniform are our children - we have to teach 

them too to stop hating their color.  Others who wear the uniform must learn the same lessons - 

protecting and serving by definition includes everyone.   

Act Three:    Caller you’re on the air 

                                                              
Mr. Sheit didn‟t care about any of what I thought, or what I had to say.  He made his 

point, threw the emotional bomb and escaped inside an electromagnetic wave I am simply 

incapable of understanding.  He left me hanging, not caring how I responded.  He probably hung 

up to call another show.  My advice to him was the advice given to me by Darnell Davis, Amos 

(a brother-in-law) and older black men in my neighborhood, who all feared my reaction if 

stopped by the police – “and you will be stopped.”   

When Darnell gave his advice, he kept repeating himself - I resisted responding, a 

youthful defiance.  No argument ensured, no books of faith were pulled.  Darnell did provide a 

revelation to me however - he was faster, stronger and outweighed me by at least forty pounds.  

More importantly he was just as defiant as I - picking me up by both shoulders, pinning me with 

greater force than I could resists, repeating his words of survival all at same time.          

“Is this a test or what!!!!!!?”   

“It is!”    

… 

 “Caller you‟re on the air.” …  

   

 


